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Experimental results are reported on second harmonic generation and self-action in a noncohesive

granular medium supporting wave energy propagation both in the solid frame and in the saturating

fluid. The acoustic transfer function of the probed granular slab can be separated into two main

frequency regions: a low frequency region where the wave propagation is controlled by the solid

skeleton elastic properties, and a higher frequency region where the behavior is dominantly due to

the air saturating the beads. Experimental results agree well with a recently developed nonlinear

Biot wave model applied to granular media. The linear transfer function, second harmonic genera-

tion, and self-action effect are studied as a function of bead diameter, compaction step, excitation

amplitude, and frequency. This parametric study allows one to isolate different propagation regimes

involving a range of described and interpreted linear and nonlinear processes that are encountered

in granular media experiments. In particular, a theoretical interpretation is proposed for the

observed strong self-action effect. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4712020]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grains and grain assemblages (granular media) are

involved in a large number of industrial and natural proc-

esses1,2 and are the subject of intense fundamental research

efforts from the properties of a single contact at the nano-

scale to collective effects involving thousands of particles.3–8

The interest in these media are particularly shared among

researchers in fluid mechanics, contact mechanics, soft

matter physics, geophysics, and acoustics. For most of the

studied processes, both static and dynamic, the nature of the

saturating fluid is a determinant property of the medium. For

instance, the fluid can strongly modify the contact proper-

ties,9,10 leading to completely different static and dynamic

behaviors of the packings in comparison with the case of the

grains in vacuum. Even a small amount of humidity can

induce strong differences in contact properties and packing

elasticity.11,12

The acoustic properties can also be completely modified

depending on the saturating fluid, independently of the con-

tact property influence. It is well-known that the fluid proper-

ties play an important role on the propagation of sound in

porous media, in particular in the context of Biot waves.13–15

Numerous studies have been carried out and specific models

derived for marine sediments, i.e., water saturated granular

media with applications to sea-floor sounding.16–18 When

the ratio of skeleton-to-fluid acoustic impedances is modified

(by the elasticity or density modification), the coupling

between acoustic energy in the solid skeleton and acoustic

energy in the fluid is modified. Such constitutive parameters

as the fluid flow resistivity, or the fluid compressibility, for

instance, are fluid dependent. These parameters can also

depend on the geometry of the porous sample. In particular,

for disordered granular packings composed of the same

spherical beads, the geometrical parameters of the packing

depend mainly on the bead diameter d and the compacity U
(or packing fraction, defined as the volume occupied by the

beads over the total volume of the packing including the sat-

urating fluid).19 For instance, the bead diameter d plays a

role on the acoustic parameters of the “equivalent fluid,”15,20

through the diameter dependence of the flow resistivity

r / d�2 or viscous characteristic length K / d.

There are numerous studies of acoustic wave propaga-

tion through the solid skeleton of granular packings neglect-

ing the influence of the saturating air.9,21–29 Also, there exist

several reported results on the acoustic propagation through

granular media considered as “equivalent fluids,” i.e., with-

out considering acoustic motion of the solid skeleton.20,30–32

However, only a few articles report results where the cou-

pling of waves in the solid skeleton of granular packings and

the saturating air takes place. In Ref. 33, there have been

observations of energy transfer from the solid skeleton (the

beads and their contacts) to the saturating air in a nonlinear

self-demodulation experiment in granular media. In this

work,33 the excited wave packet was launched in the me-

dium and self-demodulated in the highly nonlinear solid

skeleton of the packing. With a microphone, it was possible

to detect the self-demodulated signal in air after energy

transfer from solid skeleton to air. This process was found to

be dependent on the static pressure applied on the grains.

The influence of bead diameter and compaction step has not

been studied, however.
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Recently, laboratory and numerical studies of the com-

paction process were performed in order to solve basic scien-

tific questions that are still open,34 and also to provide

efficient protocols for producing high density, rigid, and sta-

ble granular packings in practical applications.

While the most used experimental parameter character-

izing the compaction process is the compacity U of the pack-

ing, the same value of U could correspond to granular media

in rather different mechanical states because of different sta-

tistical distributions of the inter-grain contact interaction

forces.34–36 Thus it is obvious that for both industrial and

fundamental studies, the monitoring of the granular packing

elasticity during compaction is relevant and of primary

importance. The measurements of linear mechanical proper-

ties of the granular packing provide information mainly on

average (effective) characteristics of the contact forces

distribution,25,37 which, however, is still insufficient for a

unique identification of the mechanical state. The simplest

theoretical arguments24 indicate that the weak contacts could

provide a dominant contribution to nonlinear mechanical

properties of the granular media. It has been recently proven

experimentally that nonlinear acoustic methods (based on

monitoring of the modification of the acoustic field spectrum

with increasing field amplitude) provide complementary

information on the statistical distribution of the weak inter-

grain forces, which is inaccessible by linear acoustic meth-

ods.37 However, in order to achieve such needed accurate

acoustic probing of the granular packing elasticity, one has

to understand the effect of the saturating air on the linear and

nonlinear acoustic responses of these media.

In this work, we present an experimental parametric

study of the acoustic transmission through a granular me-

dium slab. We are able, with our experimental setup, to vary

the compacity of the packing from U ’ 0.58 to U ’ 0.63,

the bead diameter (d ’ 0.7, 1.4, and 2 mm, respectively),

and the excitation amplitude by two orders of magnitude.

Linear transmission as well as second harmonic generation

and self-action effects are analyzed. Results are compared to

theoretical modeling of Biot wave propagation and second

harmonic Biot wave generation.38 Explanation for the

observed strong nonlinear self-action effect is provided.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS

A. Setup and samples

Our samples consist of random packing of glass beads

contained in a rectangular based box of height 100 mm and

lateral size L� ‘ ¼ 80� 80 mm (Fig. 1). The initial configu-

ration is obtained by quickly pouring the beads in the con-

tainer, with a metallic grid (5� 5 mm square holes formed

with 0.5 mm in diameter metallic wires) placed inside at the

bottom. Then, the grid is slowly moved through the medium

up to the top of the container. This provides an initial com-

pacity value U ’ 59% reproducible for a given bead sample

within 0:5%. In order to mechanically excite the granular col-

umn, a shaker delivering discrete vertical pulses, or “taps,”

with a 1 Hz repetition rate, is placed below the container.

Each shaker pulse consists of a sinus period of frequency

60 Hz, monitored by an accelerometer mounted on the

membrane supporting the granular sample. The typical maxi-

mum acceleration used for each tap is a ’ 3g at the bottom

of the granular column. The measurement of the packing

height relative variations, leading to a measure of the com-

pacity change, is achieved through a laser displacement sen-

sor with a precision better than 1 lm. Relative change in

packing compacity is then measured with a precision of

0.05%. The static pressure applied by gravity on the granular

packing at the location of the acoustic probing is of the order

of 1 kPa.

Two piezoelectric transducers embedded in the vertical

walls of the container constitute a resonator for the low fre-

quency acoustic waves launched in the granular medium.

The frequency of the fundamental resonance for the longitu-

dinal mode is f0 ¼ c0=2L ’ 1 kHz for the rigid boundary

conditions of our configuration where the linear sound speed

c0 corresponds to the longitudinal wave speed in the solid

matrix. At the initial stage of compaction c0 was estimated

to be �160 m/s from the first resonance frequency of the

granular slab. To ensure that the lowest observed resonance

is the one of the first order, we also estimated c0 by pointing

the arrival time of a pulse front which propagated through

the 8 cm distance between the transducers. Considering

the acoustic attenuation and the 8 cm propagation length

between the transducers, it is only possible to observe the

few first resonances of the granular slab, below 5 kHz, and

most of the studied processes, over 5 kHz, take place for

one-way progressive waves.

B. Data analysis and signal processing

The method implemented here allows within one single

measurement of time length T ’ 2 s to characterize the non-

linear system in both amplitude and phase, not only for the

fundamental harmonic as usual with a spectrum analyzer,

but also for nonlinearly generated higher harmonics.39 Con-

sequently, it allows one to estimate the transfer of energy,

not only on the first harmonic, but also on higher harmonics.

Energy transfer to higher harmonics is estimated through

the so-called higher-order frequency response functions

(FRFs).39,40 This method also provides estimation of the

phase spectra of the higher-order FRFs.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup. “E” and “R” are the piezo-

emitter and the piezo-receiver. The experiment is computer controlled, with

packing volume measure, solicitation by mechanical taps via the low-

frequency shaker, and acoustic probing.
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The analysis procedure is divided into two parts. First,

the input swept-sine signal sðtÞ is generated to excite the

nonlinear system (the granular slab here) whose response

yðtÞ is synchronously recorded. Next, the convolution

between the output yðtÞ and an inverse filter is calculated.

The use of the inverse filter for separating higher-order com-

ponents was proposed in Ref. 41, and corresponds to the

time-reversal of the excitation signal equalized with a slope

of �6 dB/oct (time-reversal mirror plus whitening filter).

When convolving the output yðtÞ and the inverse filter, the

result yields in setting of nonlinear impulse responses. They

can be easily separated by windowing and their Fourier

transforms are equal to the higher-order FRFs.

Here we make use of only the two first order FRFs since

the acquisition sampling frequency is limited to 192 kHz.

The second harmonic wave is consequently analyzed up to a

maximum frequency of excitation of 48 kHz. All results in

the following are shown up to a 45 kHz fundamental excita-

tion frequency.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following, we report on the characteristic effects that

have been observed along a series of parametric experiments on

controlled granular slabs. The studied parameters are the bead

size, the compaction step, and the excitation amplitude. The fre-

quency is swept from 500 Hz to 45 kHz in the presented transfer

functions. We first analyze the fundamental transfer function

and provide interpretations based on a previously developed

model.38,42 Then, we report the observation of second harmonic

generation and strong self-action effect. Interpretations for the

observed effects are then proposed and discussed.

A. Analysis of the transfer function

1. Characteristic frequency regions of the transfer
function

In Fig. 2, the experimental acoustic transfer function

of a granular slab is compared to theoretical results of the

modeling of Biot waves from the model in Ref. 38 and

briefly described in the following. The value taken for the

longitudinal elastic modulus of the solid skeleton is adjusted

to obtain a qualitative agreement with the experimental

curve and is consistent with the wave velocity estimation.

Note that due to the medium complex behavior, one cannot

expect a quantitative agreement over the whole frequency

range with a single parameter adjustment. Also, a satisfying

agreement is obtained with slightly different values up to a

few tens of percent change. In the studied configuration,

with a longitudinal acoustic wave generated on one side of

the granular slab and one detected on the other side, the

geometry is considered one-dimensional. This assumption is

reasonable for frequencies above �5 kHz for which the

acoustic beam diffraction length becomes larger than the

propagation distance, i.e., local plane waves travel through

the medium. Consequently, only two Biot modes exist,

involving both motion of the solid skeleton and saturating

fluid. These two propagation modes contribute to the experi-

mentally detected total stress on the detection side. Theoreti-

cally and numerically, it is possible to isolate two different

contributions to the detected total stress rt: the stress in the

solid skeleton rs (denoted by solid stress in Fig. 2) and the

acoustic pressure in the saturating fluid Pf or fluid stress

rf ¼ �Pf . These acoustic stresses verify

rt ¼ rs � Pf : (1)

Solutions of the acoustic problem with longitudinal Biot

waves in the one-dimensional slab are given in the form38

us ¼ ½A1 sinðk1xÞ þ A2 sinðk2xÞ
þ B1 cosðk1xÞ þ B2 cosðk2xÞ�ejxt; (2)

ut ¼ ½l1A1 sinðk1xÞ þ l2A2 sinðk2xÞ
þ l1B1 cosðk1xÞ þ l2B2 cosðk2xÞ�ejxt; (3)

where us is the solid displacement and ut the total displace-

ment (a combination of the solid and fluid displacement), x
is the coordinate in the propagation direction, t is the time,

and x is the cyclic frequency.43 The terms Ai, Bi, li, and ki

are, in general, frequency dependent and can be expressed

using physical, mechanical, and geometrical parameters of

the medium such as the air flow resistivity, the characteristic

viscous and thermal length, the tortuosity, the solid skeleton

longitudinal elastic modulus, the air, and solid densities. The

whole set of parameters and their expressions for granular

media are given in Ref. 38. Rigid boundary conditions are

considered, i.e., us ¼ ut ¼ 0 at the detection face of the slab

and us ¼ ut ¼ u0ðxÞ cosðxtÞ for the excitation boundary

[u0ðxÞ is the frequency dependent displacement sensitivity

of the emitter]. The stresses associated with the displace-

ments in Eqs. (2) and (3) are

rs ¼ E
@us

@x
; (4)

rf ¼ �Pf ¼ M
@ut

@x
; (5)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Acoustic transfer function of an 8 cm thick granular

medium slab composed of 0.7 mm in diameter glass beads. A compaction

process with 5000 taps was applied. The experimental frequency response is

corrected by the emitter and receiver sensitivities. All the curves are normal-

ized to the maximum of the theoretical total stress. Parameters of the model

for the fluid are fixed by the air properties and the bead diameter (Ref. 38).

The longitudinal elastic modulus of the solid skeleton is taken as

E ¼ 30� 106ð1þ 0:33iÞ Pa in the modeling.
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where E is the solid skeleton longitudinal elastic modulus

and M the frequency dependent equivalent compressibility

of the air [the fluid compressibility of the “equivalent fluid

model” defined by Eqs. (B1)–(B6) in Ref. 38].

In Fig. 2, it is possible to split the acoustic transfer func-

tion into three characteristic frequency bands. In the lowest

frequency band, the solid stress dominates over the fluid

pressure and is the main contribution to the total stress. The

acoustic transfer function depends mainly on the solid skele-

ton properties. In the middle frequency band, the fluid pres-

sure becomes the main contribution to the total stress. The

medium can, in this case, be considered as an “equivalent

fluid,” with acoustic properties independent of the solid elas-

ticity (the wave energy propagates in the saturating fluid

mainly and independently of the solid). The third frequency

band, at higher frequencies, exhibits deviation of the model

compared to the experimental total stress. We believe that

the long wavelength (homogenization) limit is not fulfilled

anymore and scattering effects in the equivalent fluid may

occur.

2. Discussion on the cut-off frequency

The characteristic frequency where a transition occurs

from solid stress controlled to equivalent fluid controlled

regimes has already been defined as a cut-off frequency fc.38

In the vicinity of this cut-off frequency, the solid stress and

fluid pressure have comparable magnitudes which enable

interferences often leading to a nonmonotonous frequency

dependence of the total stress with local minima and max-

ima. This behavior is observed for both the experimental and

the theoretical total stresses in Fig. 2.

Note that in principle, the transition frequency fc from

solid stress controlled to equivalent fluid controlled regimes

is a nontrivial function of the bead size, wave attenuation in

both solid and fluid, propagation distance, compacity, static

stress, etc. A theoretical accurate description of fc is beyond

the scope of the present article. However, due to the strong

drop in solid stress level just before the transition between

the two regimes, it appears that the main effect controlling fc

is the attenuation by scattering of the stress wave in the solid

skeleton (this point is discussed in Sec. III C). As a conse-

quence, fc is mostly determined by the scattering properties

of the stress wave in the solid skeleton.

Note also that this cut-off frequency fc could be com-

pared to the cut-off frequency of a one-dimensional granular

chain corresponding to the limit of the Brillouin zone of the

lattice Fc ¼ c0=ðpdÞ, where c0 is the low frequency limit of

the wave velocity in the system.44–46 For the low frequency

wave velocities observed in the disordered granular slab that

range between c ’ 100 m/s and c0 ’ 160 m/s, the estimated

one-dimensional chain cut-off frequency is estimated as

Fc ’ 45–72 kHz for d ¼ 0:7 mm and Fc0
’ 16–25 kHz for

d ¼ 2 mm. These values, suitable for an ordered one-

dimensional granular system, over-estimate the values of fc

observed here for a disordered packing by a factor of 3–4,

but are not orders of magnitude different suggesting that

similar wave processes could take place in both cases. This

statement is supported by the fact that the presence of disor-

der (both geometrical and in the contact forces) produces

wave scattering at wavelengths larger than the bead diame-

ter,47 i.e., at lower frequencies than the estimated Fc.

As an estimate, the observed cut-off frequency fc ’ 16 kHz

in Fig. 2 corresponds to a product ksd ’ 0.44 between the

wavenumber in the solid skeleton ks and the bead diameter d
(with a wave velocity c0 ’ 160 m/s). In Fig. 3, at the cut-off

frequencies fc ’ 10 kHz and 12 kHz observed for the two

other bead sizes d¼ 1.4 mm and 2 mm, our estimates give

ksd ’ 0.66 and ksd ’ 0.78, respectively. One should note that

these three ksd values even if they are of the same order of mag-

nitude are not equal. Consequently, the experimental cut-off fre-

quency, although mainly attributed to the strong attenuation by

scattering in the solid skeleton, is not a trivial function of the pa-

rameter kd and depends on several other medium parameters

(fluid properties, bead diameter, static pressure, compacity).

The expected scattering at the limit between the middle

and the third characteristic frequency bands of the transfer

function occurs at �35 kHz in Fig. 2. By estimating the

equivalent fluid wave velocity using its high frequency as-

ymptotic limit ca=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
a1
p ’ 287 m/s, where ca ’ 340 m/s is

the wave velocity in air and a1 ’ 1.4 is the tortuosity,20,38

the product between the equivalent fluid wavenumber ka and

the bead diameter d is estimated at the transition frequency

of 35 kHz to be kad ’ 0.54. It is comparable to the products

ksd at the cut-off frequency between the first (solid con-

trolled) and second (equivalent fluid controlled) characteris-

tic frequency bands.

We also found that the process of Rayleigh scattering

producing the observed transmission drop close to the char-

acteristic frequency fc for the solid stress wave does not satu-

rate right above fc. In Ref. 48, simulations on the elastic

energy transport through random loose rigid sphere packings

have been carried out in the context of thermal transport in

glasses. The normal modes of vibrations of packings of

spheres interacting through a one-sided harmonic potential

(just repulsion forces) have been calculated for different geo-

metrical configurations close to jamming. From the normal

modes of vibration, the energy diffusivity is obtained as a

function of frequency. One of the conclusions about the

FIG. 3. (Color online) Received acoustic stress levels at the fundamental

frequency (first order FRF) for three granular samples composed of different

bead diameters d. All three samples are compacted with 5000 taps. Vertical

lines show estimates of the cut-off frequencies fc for each FRF. Curves are

normalized to the maximum of the first order FRF for d ¼ 0:7 mm.
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elastic wave scattering is that there exists a characteristic fre-

quency fd of transition between a weak (Rayleigh) scattering

regime and a strong scattering regime (with smaller fre-

quency dependence). For the longitudinal waves considered

here, and using the simulation results of Fig. 2 in Ref. 48, we

derive the following formula:

fd ’
n

2p
c0

d
; (6)

where n ’ 2�3 is a pre-factor deriving from d0 in Ref. 48

and from the disordered character of the packing, and c0 is

the longitudinal wave velocity in the solid skeleton. For

c0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E=q

p
’ 160 m/s, d ¼ 0.7 mm, and n ’ 2, we obtain

fd � 70 kHz. The fact that the estimate of fd is well above fc
shows that the transition observed in Fig. 2 at �16 kHz is

not associated to a transition from weak to strong scattering

regimes but rather from the dominance of weak scattering of

the solid stress wave (leading to the strong drop in amplitude

as a function of frequency) to the dominance of the fluid

stress contribution.

3. Elastic parameters of the solid frame

Due to the frequency scale chosen in Fig. 2, the resonan-

ces are not clearly seen. Still, they exist for both experimental

and theoretical total stresses. These resonances in the solid

part of the granular medium can be used for characterization

of the elastic properties of the packing as in Ref. 37. The

evaluation of the longitudinal elastic modulus of the solid

skeleton was obtained through the first resonance frequency

measurement. Its frequency dependence and imaginary part

have to be found. The other constitutive parameters of the

model developed in Ref. 38 are known a priori from the bead

size, bead material, and packing geometry.

For the model presented in Fig. 2, the longitudinal elas-

tic modulus of the solid skeleton is taken in the form

E ¼ E0ð1þ igÞ: (7)

Experimental observations in the solid-controlled region can

be reasonably well-fitted assuming the attenuation propor-

tional to frequency, i.e., a constant value g¼ 0.33, already

observed in various granular media.49 The derived value for

the real part of the elastic modulus is E0¼ 30 MPa. This

value is realistic considering that it provides a longitudinal

wave velocity in the solid skeleton of c0 ’ 140 m/s.

It is important to note here that only the elastic parame-

ter of the solid skeleton is adjusted; all the other parameters

are being included in the model without optimization. The

behavior of the acoustic transfer function in the middle

frequency band is well-captured by the model, in particular

the oscillating behavior and the slowly decreasing trend as a

function of frequency. This observation, among others pre-

sented in the following, confirms the predominant role of the

fluid in this frequency range: The granular packing saturated

by air behaves as an equivalent fluid. In the low frequency

region, however, the agreement between theory and experi-

ment is only qualitative—existence of slab resonances and

decrease of the transfer function with frequency. More ela-

borated models for the solid skeleton elasticity are certainly

needed, but there is a lack of information on the frequency

dependence of both the real and imaginary parts of the elas-

tic modulus. In Fig. 4 and in the discussion, a model for

the frequency dependent imaginary part is proposed and

discussed. Besides, the acoustic transfer function is strongly

dependent on the compaction step, the applied static pres-

sure, the acoustic excitation level, and the bead size, as it

will be presented in the following sections. Consequently, an

accurate model optimization of the solid skeleton behavior

is, at the moment, illusory, but the present work could con-

tribute to building such a model.

B. Effect of the compaction

The effect of the compaction level is shown in Fig. 5

where the received acoustic level is plotted as a function of

frequency for two different amounts of applied taps. The

curve “after compaction” representing the acoustic stress

level received through a compacted granular slab corre-

sponds to the same data as the acoustic transfer function of

Fig. 2 (with a different correction of the transducer sensitiv-

ity). This sensitivity correction, leading to the presentation

of the real received acoustic level as a function of frequency

(and not the acoustic transfer function) is adopted now

because it is more suitable for analyzing nonlinear effects.

In Fig. 5, the main effect of the compaction process

occurs below the cut-off frequency of fc ’ 16 kHz separating

the low and middle frequency regions discussed above for

Fig. 2. Consequently, the compaction process influences pre-

dominantly the solid skeleton elasticity through the increase

of compacity and possibly the increase in static stress

between the beads and the container walls. Note that from

other experiments in the same configuration,37 the monitor-

ing of the first resonance frequency of the granular slab sub-

mitted to a compaction process shows that the longitudinal

velocity increases. Thus, the longitudinal elastic modulus

increases much faster than the density (by only a few per-

cent) along a compaction process. This is compatible with an

increase of the cut-off frequency (due to the increase of

FIG. 4. (Color online) Received acoustic stress levels for the fundamental

(1st harmonic denoted by 1) and the 2nd harmonic (denoted by 2) compo-

nents. Glass beads are 0.7 mm in diameter and 5000 taps have been applied

(same data as in Fig. 2). The received amplitudes have been corrected by the

receiver sensitivity only (which is different from Figs. 2 and 5), and all the

curves are normalized to the maximum of the theoretical total stress.
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wave velocity and wavelength) as observed in Fig. 5, from

fc ’ 7 kHz to fc ’ 16 kHz. The characteristic frequency fc is

determined here by pointing the first local minimum of

the experimental transfer function after the strong drop in

amplitude.

In the middle frequency region, the few percent change

in compacity (or, equivalently, on porosity) due to compac-

tion has a weak influence on the received acoustic stress.

The equivalent fluid parameters of the medium that depend

on compacity and bead size are only slightly modified. In

this region, the received acoustic stress is independent of the

solid skeleton elasticity change, which confirms the equiva-

lent fluid regime predominance. It is interesting to notice

that the compaction process can provide for the �6 kHz to

�12 kHz frequency band, a 40dB difference in the transmit-

ted acoustic stress level (a factor 100 for the amplitude or

104 for the acoustic energy).

C. Second harmonic generation process

The second harmonic generation process is now ana-

lyzed over a wide frequency range thanks to the method pre-

sented in Sec. II B. Similar to Fig. 2, the acoustic stress level

is presented as a function of frequency in Fig. 4. The same

data as in Fig. 2 is used for the fundamental (or 1st har-

monic) component. Here, additionally, the acoustic stress

level of the second harmonic is presented. The frequency

axis in Fig. 4 represents the frequency of the fundamental

wave. In other words, the second harmonic level presented

at the (fundamental) frequency of 10 KHz corresponds to the

second harmonic level at 20 kHz. The noise level for the ex-

perimental results is of the order of �100 dB in this

experiment.

In Fig. 4, the experimental FRFs of first and second

order are compared to the model38 using the following

model for the solid skeleton elasticity:

E ¼E0 ½ðx=xcÞ= arcsinðx=xcÞ�2
n

þiðg1=xþ g2 þ g3x
3Þ
o

(8)

with E0¼ 40 MPa, g1¼ 0.5e3 rad/s, g2¼ 0.25, and g3

¼ 1.5 e-16 (rad/s)�3. xc ¼ 2c=d is the cut-off cyclic fre-

quency of the one-dimensional granular chain.46 For

x� xc, the real part of E tends to E0 as in the model (7).

The term g2 in the imaginary part is similar to the term g in

Eq. (7).

The weak agreement observed at the lowest frequencies

can be associated with the role of diffraction of the acoustic

beams in experiments leading to a deviation from the ideal

one-dimensional geometry as considered in the model. Con-

sequently, the acoustic level is overestimated by the model

which does not capture the acoustic energy spreading by

diffraction. The term g1=x plays a role for small x and

attempts to depict, in a heuristic way, the observed plateau at

low frequencies possibly associated with this effect of geo-

metrical attenuation by acoustic beam diffraction. Note that

it would be possible to precisely take into account the fre-

quency dependent diffraction effect on the FRF, but it is not

the main goal here, and it would not be compatible with the

one-dimensional Biot model.

The term g3x
3 provides attenuation due to Rayleigh

scattering and allows for an accurate fit of the drop in trans-

mission observed between �10 kHz and �18 kHz in Fig. 4.

We consequently hypothesize that the rapid decrease

observed between �10 kHz and �18 kHz is due to scattering

of the waves in the disordered solid skeleton. This idea is

compatible with the compaction effect observed in Fig. 5,

which tends to increase the acoustic wavelength and decrease

the level of disorder in the medium, providing in turn a lower

attenuation by scattering for a frequency in the considered

range. This idea is also compatible with the strong self-action

effects for this frequency range as reported in Sec. III E. Note

that physically, when frequency increases, the Rayleigh type

frequency dependent attenuation in the solid should saturate

at some point, as discussed in Sec. III A 2. However, this tran-

sition is expected to occur above frequency fd � 70 kHz,

here. Moreover, when the solid stress contribution is much

less than the fluid stress one, the role of attenuation in the

solid has a negligible effect on the total stress.

Qualitatively, the observed second harmonic stress level

is similar to the one from the model. The only adjusted pa-

rameter is the parameter of quadratic nonlinearity of the

solid. Modification of this parameter provides only a con-

stant shift in amplitude of the second harmonic at all fre-

quencies. A frequency dependence of this parameter could

in principle be introduced and could explain the discrepancy

above 10 kHz. However, we think that it would be too hypo-

thetical because the observed discrepancies can also be

attributed to other effects (deviation from the elastic quad-

ratic nonlinearity, for instance).

For a single contact between two beads, a Taylor expan-

sion of the stress-strain relationship in the limit of a very

small acoustic amplitude in comparison to the static pre-

compression provides a parameter of quadratic nonlinearity

b ¼ 1

4e0

; (9)

where e0 is the static deformation of the contact (here taken

positive for compression).24 For an estimated static stress r0

FIG. 5. (Color online) Acoustic transfer function for two different medium

densities obtained before compaction (U ’ 0:59) and after compaction

(5000 taps, U ’ 0:63). Glass beads are 0.7 mm in diameter. The same sensi-

tivity correction as in Fig. 2 is applied and curves are normalized to the max-

imum of the curve “after compaction.”
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’ 750 Pa and considering an elastic modulus E0 ¼ 30 MPa, the

contact average static deformation is e0 ’ 2:5 �10�5 and

the parameter of quadratic nonlinearity is b ’ 104. In Fig. 4, the

value found to correctly fit the second harmonic wave amplitude

is adjusted to b ¼ 3� 104, larger than the estimated value. The

discrepancy, corresponding to a factor of 3, can be attributed to

the uncertainty of the second harmonic level fit, which can easily

reach 65 dB (see Fig. 4). Also, the estimation is based on the

average static deformation while there exists a distribution of

contact deformations including contacts with weaker than aver-

age static deformations and exhibiting consequently higher

nonlinearity.24,50,51 So, there is an uncertainty on the value of

b adjusted with experiments, and the estimated value of b using

the average static deformation may under-estimate b in the case

of a distribution of static deformations. Still, the two parameters

of quadratic nonlinearity derived differently are of the same

order of magnitude and provide a useful estimation.

D. Influence of the bead diameter

Effects of the bead diameter on the first and second

order FRF are now analyzed. In Fig. 3, the first order FRFs

obtained for three granular samples composed of different

bead diameters are plotted. The cut-off frequencies fc

between the solid controlled region and the fluid controlled

region are estimated visually. They tend to increase with

decreasing bead diameter as expected from the theory when

attenuation in the solid skeleton due to scattering is taken

into account [as in Eq. (8)]. This observation also confirms

the interpretation that the fast transmission drop in the solid

skeleton is related to scattering as discussed earlier in Sec.

III A 2. The maximum transmitted acoustic stress is observed

to be similar for the different bead diameters showing that

dissipation in the solid skeleton at frequencies lower than

5 kHz is not drastically different. However, for frequencies

larger than 5 kHz and up to the cut-off frequencies fc, large

level differences are observed depending on the sample bead

size. This observation could be put in relation with the modi-

fication of the FRF by a compaction process as shown in

Fig. 6, where the cut-off frequency increases with the com-

paction step. It could be concluded that compaction, by

increasing the average number of contacts (providing a

higher density of acoustic path through the packing), and

certainly increasing static pressure (by mobilizing more and

more friction with the container walls), tends to diminish the

effects of acoustic scattering in the solid skeleton of the

granular packing.

For frequencies higher than the cut-off frequencies, the

effect of diameter is more difficult to analyze. In average,

for a smaller diameter, the transmission level is lower. This

is expected from the equivalent fluid model, where air flow

resistivity increases (r / d�2) and where characteristic ther-

mal and viscous lengths decrease (K0 / K / d) with

decreasing diameter (complete formula of the equivalent

fluid model for disordered granular media in air is given in

Ref. 38).

Concerning the second harmonic generation, the picture

is less clear. Figure 7 shows the second order FRFs for the

three granular samples having different bead diameters. The

noise level is �100 dB. The excitation amplitude corre-

sponds to an acoustic deformation of 10�6. The technique

and set-up accuracy allows one to observe only the second

harmonic signal when it is solid based in the low frequency

region below the cut-off frequency fc. This can be attributed

to the fact that nonlinearity of the solid skeleton is much

larger than nonlinearity of air (which has a parameter of

quadratic nonlinearity of �1.2, i.e., at least three orders of

magnitude lower than the nonlinear parameter of the granu-

lar skeleton). Together with a weak air-solid coupling and a

quickly increasing attenuation in the solid skeleton as a func-

tion of frequency, it provides a much lower second harmonic

level for frequencies above fc compared to the low frequency

region below fc. Considering the noise level, it is not possi-

ble here to observe a second harmonic above 30 kHz in the

best case.

The main difference observed when the bead diameter

is modified is a higher level of the second harmonic for the

smallest beads d ¼ 0:7 mm. This is directly related to the

higher level of fundamental wave at the origin of the second

harmonic. However, there is no particular difference

FIG. 6. (Color online) Received acoustic stress levels for the first and sec-

ond order FRFs (indicated by 1 and 2, respectively). Curves before compac-

tion and after the application of 5000 taps are presented. Glass beads are

0.7 mm in diameter. Curves are normalized to the maximum of the first

order FRF with compaction.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Received acoustic stress levels at the second har-

monic frequency (second order FRF) for three granular samples composed

of different bead diameters d. All three samples are compacted with 5000

taps. Curves are normalized to the maximum of the first order FRF for

d ¼ 0:7 mm.
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between the two other bead diameters d ¼ 1:4 mm and

d ¼ 2 mm.

E. Nonlinear self-action process

Other nonlinear or amplitude dependent effects have

been observed on the first order FRF (i.e., at the fundamental

excitation frequency). Such nonlinear manifestations are

known as self-action effects.

In Fig. 8, the first and second order FRFs are plotted for

increasing excitation level (�40, �36, �32, �28, �24, �20,

�16, �12, and �8 dB), the maximum 0 dB corresponds to a

5 nm displacement of the emitter membrane at 10 kHz. For

clarity, FRFs obtained for higher excitation levels are not

shown because they overlap with the other ones. Focusing on

the first order FRF, there are frequency regions where the

received level increases constantly by steps of 4 dB, i.e., pro-

portionally to the excitation level. It is the case, for instance,

in the region 20–30 kHz. On the contrary, in the frequency

region 10–17 kHz, the received level does not increase regu-

larly and even can diminish as strong self-action effects occur.

In order to depict in a more visible way the self-action

effects, the received acoustic stress are averaged over four

different frequency bands for each excitation level. In Fig. 9,

these averaged stresses are plotted as a function of the exci-

tation level up to 0 dB.

For the three first frequency bands, chosen in the “solid

controlled region” and in the frequency region of transition

from solid controlled to fluid controlled regions, the nonlin-

ear self-action effects are clearly observed—the received

averaged stress level deviates from the linear increase

denoted by the dashed lines. Still, for the three first fre-

quency bands, the observed deviation from linear behavior is

more and more important when the frequency increases.

This can be partly explained by the increasing emitter effi-

ciency with frequency, leading to larger excitation levels at

high frequencies and thus more pronounced nonlinear

effects. The observed self-action effect is particularly impor-

tant for the frequency band 10�15 kHz close to the cut-off

frequency. For instance, the received averaged stress level is

less for an excitation level of �4 dB than for an excitation

level of �25 dB. From previous considerations on the model

and the analysis of the first order FRF, it is expected that

scattering plays an important role in this frequency range.

Consequently, the coexistence of strong nonlinear self-

action effects and at the same time strong scattering, leads to

the hypothesis that nonlinear scattering could occur at these

frequencies. Nonlinear scattering can be seen as dynamic

modifications of the complex propagation paths in the solid

skeleton due to the acoustic wave itself.52 Modifications can,

in principle, be geometric (opening, closing of contacts for

instance), due to average force variations (contact force).

In the “fluid controlled” region of the first order FRF,

i.e., above the cut-off frequency fc ’ 17kHz, almost no self-

action is observed. The received stress level behaves linearly

as a function of the excitation level—the received averaged

level between 20 and 30 kHz follows precisely the linear de-

pendency. Most of the received acoustic energy propagates

in this case through the fluid with a much lower nonlinearity

than the solid skeleton.

Assuming a one-way plane wave propagating in the

medium (which is justified by the rather strong attenuation

in the medium evidenced by the absence of resonances

above 5 kHz and in favor of nonlinear effects for one-way

propagating waves), its amplitude evolution as a function of

distance obeys the following equation:

@A

@x
þ aðAÞA ¼ 0; (10)

where AðxÞ is the wave amplitude, and aðAÞ the amplitude-

dependent attenuation coefficient. Equation (10) can be

rewritten in the form

dA

aðAÞA ¼ �dx: (11)

Integrating this equation between the boundaries of the slab

0 and L, we obtain

ðAðLÞ

Að0Þ

dA0

aðA0ÞA0 ¼ �L: (12)

FIG. 8. Received acoustic stress levels for increasing excitation amplitudes

at the fundamental frequency (indicated by 1) and at the second harmonic

frequency (indicated by 2). The sample is composed of 0.7 mm in diameter

glass beads and was submitted to 5000 taps.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Received acoustic stress levels averaged over four

different frequency bands (indicated in the figure) as a function of the exci-

tation level. The reference 0 dB corresponds to a 5 nm displacement of the

emitter membrane at 10 kHz. The raw data are those of the first order FRF

of Fig. 8. The dashed lines show the linear dependence, i.e., an averaged

stress level proportional to the excitation level.
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Writing A ¼ AðLÞ and A0 ¼ Að0Þ, and differentiating

Eq. (12) with respect to A0 provides the following relation:

1

aðAÞA
@A

@A0

� 1

aðA0ÞA0

¼ 0; (13)

which can be rewritten

@A

@A0

¼ aðAÞA
aðA0ÞA0

> 0: (14)

The fact that the quantity @A=@A0 is necessarily positive

ensures that it is not possible to predict the observed effect

in Fig. 9 of decreasing received amplitude A with increasing

excitation amplitude A0.

However, if we consider that the detected signal S (pro-

portional to the total stress applied on the transducer mem-

brane) is the sum of the stress in the solid rs and the stress in

the fluid rf , we write

�S ¼ AðA0Þeiðxtþ/ðA0ÞÞ þ BA0eixt; (15)

where �S is the complex notation for S and A0 is the excitation

displacement amplitude. The first term of the right-hand side

corresponds to the solid stress contribution with possible am-

plitude and phase nonlinear dependence on A0 to account for

nonlinear self-action and nonlinear softening of the medium.

The second term of the right-hand side corresponds to the

fluid stress contribution, which is supposed to behave line-

arly, with an amplitude proportional to A0. The coefficient B
accounts for the attenuation of the fluid stress wave in the

medium over the distance L and for the solid-fluid imped-

ance mismatch (the same excited acoustic displacement for

the fluid and the solid at x ¼ 0 leads to different solid and

fluid excited stresses).

The main assumption in Eq. (15) is that the solid and the

fluid waves are uncoupled in the medium, except at the

transducer surface where the stresses are summed, and that

there is no resonance in the slab. For the nonlinear self-

action process in Fig. 9, the quantity of interest is

@j�Sj
@A0

¼ @

@A0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ 2ABA0 cos /þ B2A2

0

q
; (16)

@j�Sj
@A0

¼

@ðA2Þ
@A0

þ 2B
@ðAA0 cos /Þ

@A0

þ 2B2A0

2ðA2 þ 2ABA0 cos /þ B2A2
0Þ

1=2
; (17)

@j�Sj
@A0

¼

2aA2

a0A0

þ 2BA0

aA

a0A0

cos /þ A

A0

cos /� A
@/
@A0

sin /þ B

� �

2ðA2 þ 2ABA0 cos /þ B2A2
0Þ

1=2
; (18)

where a ¼ aðAÞ and a0 ¼ aðA0Þ. In the general case, this

expression for @j�Sj=@A0 is not necessarily positive unlike

Eq. (14).

In particular, if the solid stress wave amplitude is close

to saturation, i.e., @A=@A0 ’ 0, Eq. (17) can be rewritten as

@j�Sj
@A0

¼ AB

j�Sj
BA0

A
þ cos /þ A0

@ðcos /Þ
@A0

� �
: (19)

From Eq. (19), it follows that the most favorable conditions

for the realization of the observed @j�Sj=@A0 < 0 in Fig. 9

could be cos / < 0 and @ðcos /Þ=@A0 < 0. It also seems from

Eq. (19) that another favorable condition could be A� BA0.

However, the latter is not true because directly from Eq. (15) it

follows that when A� BA0, j�Sj ’ AðA0Þ and @A=@A0 ’ aA=
a0A0 > 0 as in Eq. (14). The received signal S exhibits a

“classical” nonlinear self-action as for a single one-way wave.

This is observed in Fig. 9 for the frequency band 2–5 kHz

where the solid stress contribution dominates over the fluid

one, i.e., when the condition A� BA0 holds.

It also follows directly from Eq. (15), that in the oppo-

site limiting case A� BA0, the amplitude of the total signal

is j�Sj ’ BA0 and as a consequence @A=@A0 ’ B > 0. This is

the case in Fig. 9 for the frequency band 20–30 kHz, where

the fluid pressure contribution dominates (A� BA0)—the

received amplitude grows with the excitation amplitude and

the process is linear.

It can be concluded that the adequate condition for the

experimental realization of @j�Sj=@A0 < 0, and even of the

oscillations in j�Sj, is rather A � BA0. For A ’ BA0 without

assumption of the saturation of the amplitude AðA0Þ,
Eq. (18) leads to

@j�Sj
@A0

’B
a
a0

þ 1

� �
cos

/
2

����
����

�
�signðcos

/
2
Þ A

@/
@A0

� �
sin

/
2

�
:

(20)

In this case, it is not obvious to extract the general behavior

of @j�Sj=@A0, and its negative value is only ensured assuming

peculiar inequalities for the amplitude rate change of the

different terms.

Our experimental observations where @j�Sj=@A0 < 0

occur when the growth of A is saturated, while the continu-

ous increase of A0 leads the system to the transitional regime

A � BA0 (see the regime where the excitation amplitude A0

is �20 to �15 dB for the detected stress in the frequency

range 10–15 kHz in Fig. 9). When A ’ BA0 is substituted in

Eq. (19), we obtain

@j�Sj
@A0

’ B

2j cos /
2
j

1þ cos /þ A0

@

@A0

ðcos /Þ
� �

: (21)

As a consequence, the most favorable condition for the

observation of @j�Sj=@A0 < 0 is / ’ p, leading to the
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minimization of 1þ cos / and to @ðcos /Þ=@A0 < 0. Assum-

ing that / ¼ pþ e (jej � 1), we transform Eq. (21) into the

asymptotic form

@j�Sj
@A0

’ B
jej
2
þ A0

@jej
@A0

� �
: (22)

This result indicates that @j�Sj=@A0 < 0 is possible if the phase

/ approaches the value p (corresponding to the anti-phase con-

dition of the solid-based and fluid-based modes at the receiver)

faster than / 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
A0

p
, i.e., for instance, j/� pj ¼ jej / A�c

0

with c > 1=2. Considering hysteretic quadratic nonlinearity as

the nonlinearity at the origin of the accumulated phase delay

/ of the solid stress relative to the fluid stress (as shown

from several previous studies on nonlinear softening for

instance,26,49 we have in this case @/=@A0 ¼ C, where C is

a positive constant. Consequently, when jej approaches 0,

@jej=@A0 ¼ �C and there is necessarily a small enough e
such that jej < A0C, providing @j�Sj=@A0 < 0 in Eq. (22).

Note that the same type of reasoning could hold for the

interferences of a direct solid wave with scattered waves in

the solid arriving with a relative phase delay, and the same

qualitative effects could be expected. In this case, with

increasing excitation amplitude, the nonlinear wave scatter-

ing would increase the phase delay and the scattered ampli-

tude relative to the direct coherent wave.

These strong self-action effects on the fundamental

frequency have influence on the efficiency of the second

harmonic generation. A saturation mechanism for the second

harmonic generation exists, and exhibits qualitatively the

same frequency behavior as the self-action effect on the fun-

damental wave.

IV. SUMMARY

This analysis of the acoustic transmission through gran-

ular slabs under different conditions (compacity, bead diam-

eter) has led to several observations and interpretations.

First, the acoustic transfer function of granular slabs

can be qualitatively separated in different characteristic

frequency bands—a low frequency band where the acous-

tic character of the propagation is mainly controlled by the

properties of the solid skeleton of the bead packing (the

bead and their contacts). In this case, the energy transports

dominantly in the solid part of the granular medium.

Above a cut-off frequency fc, there is a second (middle)

frequency band, where the acoustic propagation is mainly

influenced by the “equivalent fluid” properties of the

medium. The received energy in this case has dominantly

been transported in the air saturating the beads. The third

frequency band corresponds to the occurrence of scattering

in the fluid, and the deviation from the equivalent fluid

model.

The essential different behaviors of the solid controlled

low frequency band and of the fluid controlled (equivalent

fluid) middle frequency band are supported by the following

consistent observations:

• The cut-off frequency fc, interpreted to be mainly associ-

ated with the transmission drop associated to scattering

in the solid skeleton, decreases with increasing bead

diameter.
• The compaction process has a strong influence on the

“solid controlled” frequency band (modification of the

propagation paths, coordination number, static pressure,

etc.).
• The compaction process has almost no influence on the

“equivalent fluid” frequency band (equivalent fluid param-

eters only weakly depend on the compacity38).
• Nonlinear effects (second harmonic and importantly self-

action) only occur in the “solid controlled” frequency band

and are particularly marked when the solid stress ampli-

tude approaches the fluid stress amplitude, just below fc.

No nonlinear effect has been observed in the “equivalent

fluid” controlled frequency region due to the much lower

nonlinearity of air compared to solid skeleton.

Second, the strong drop in transmitted level at frequen-

cies just below the cut-off frequency fc is found to be asso-

ciated with scattering of the waves in the solid skeleton.

This is also consistent with the above listed observations.

The strong self-action effects observed in the frequency

band 10–15 kHz (see Fig. 9) could be associated with non-

linear scattering by dynamic modifications of the propaga-

tion paths for the acoustic waves in the solid skeleton,

nonlinear softening, and nonlinear dissipation together with

the interferences on the receiver surface of the solid and

fluid stresses. A developed qualitative model supports this

idea and shows that necessary conditions for such observed

strong self-action effects are the comparable amplitudes

and opposite phases between solid stress and fluid stress at

the receiver and nonlinear saturation of the solid stress

wave.

Third, the comparison of the experimental results at the

fundamental frequency and at the second harmonic fre-

quency with the model38 leads to the following conclusions.

Except for the very low frequency part where the one-

dimensional character of the model does not capture the pos-

sible experimental diffraction effects, a good agreement is

obtain between the model and the experimental linear trans-

fer functions. Only the elastic parameter of the solid skeleton

is a priori unknown and has to be measured independently

or adjusted. The measurement of the frequency dependent

real and imaginary parts of the longitudinal elastic parameter

of the solid skeleton is extremely complicated because of the

several dependencies on experimental parameters (compac-

tion step, bead diameter, static pressure, humidity, time,

etc.). A whole characterization of this parameter would be

highly desirable. A fair agreement is also observed for the

second harmonic generation process. However, the model38

does not account for the strong nonlinear self-action effects

observed here experimentally.

We believe that this work sheds light on acoustic effects

in granular media that can be of relevance for studies related

to the acoustic probing of granular flows, avalanches, pre-

avalanches,53,54 surface waves on granular media,55,56 and

waves in nonlinear porous media. It also shows that air satu-

rating a granular packing cannot, in the general case, be

neglected, as it is often done.
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